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MEHR! Theater

The MEHR!Theater am Großmarkt is definitely the location to go to 

for phenomenal shows. Records included. The largest theatre in 

Hamburg opened in 2015 is also the only one in the world located in 

an actual food hypermarket. The impressive architecture of the 

hypermarket’s listed hall, which was opened in 1962, is also unique. 

The theatre, with its curved, almost 21-metre-high roof, offers space 

of 4,100 m² for every possible event idea. 

MEHR!Theater is a magical master of metamorphosis. Venue for 

concerts featuring international pop, rock or classic stars, for plays 

and musicals, for presentations, cultural events, balls, celebration 

evenings, gala dinners, conferences and company celebrations or 

presentations.  A highly flexible area for up to 2,400 guests. In the 

auditorium, there is the sloping parquet with seating for up to 1,800 

people, the separately accessible balcony can accommodate up to 

600 guests. Some of the seats can be moved and taken out, meaning 

that the total area is perfect for every kind of event. On top of this 

there are the stage productions. Variable use of space, either as 

centre stage or fringe event, 320 m² to 1,440 m² in size. The 

additional bars work perfectly as areas for entertaining guests, 

buffets or meet & greet areas. 

MEHR!Theater offers the greatest possible space to play with, 

flexibility and an internationally unique atmosphere for your event in 

Hamburg. 



MEHR! Theater

Features:

Features: movable seating (rows: 2,383 people, 

classroom: 500 people 

Banquet: 1,056 people, gala: 480 people), adaptable 

stage (320 m² to 1.440 m²), catering area

Technical equipment: stage, sound and lighting 

system, DJ system, projector, projection screen, 

flipchart, W-LAN/internet/DSL connections, power 

supply

Usable space: around 4,100 m²

Capacity: depending on event, up to 480 persons 

(gala), up to 2,400 persons (reception)

There are 500 parking spaces in front of the 

MEHR!Theater on the hypermarket premises, free 

parking is also available on Bankstraße. 

Location: 

City centre 3 km

Underground/train station 800 m

Airport 17 km

Hotel 500 m

Motorway 1.4 km


